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Fundraising Crash Course!The Ability To Raise Funds Is The Lifeblood Of Any Non-Profit

Organization Or Business, Raising Funds Isn't The Easiest Task By Any Means, It Really Is Part

Science And Part Art! This Book Will Show You The Proven Methods To Raise Those Dollars For

Your Organization Or Business * * * LIMITED TIME OFFER! 50% OFF! * * * Here Is A Preview Of

What You'll You're About To Learn...An Introduction To The World Of FundraisingAuctions & Date

Auctions As A Means Of Rasing FundsThe Correct Strategy For Direct Marketing & Special Events

Annual And Capital Campaigns As A Means Of Fundraising ExplainedPlanned GivingsA Variety Of

Other Ingenious Methods To Raise Funds For Your Business Or OrganizationMuch, much

more!Hurry! For a limited time you can download "Fundraising: Crash Course! Fundraising Ideas &

Strategies To Raise Money For Non-Profits & Businesses" for a special discounted price of only

$0.99 Download Your Copy Right Now!
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Great book if you are looking for great advice and strategies to implement in your fundraising

campaigns on many of the websites that exist today that serve this purpose. The book is fine-tuned

for people who are new to this as much as those who are quite familiar and have experience with,

fundraising and crowdsourcing. This is one aspect that makes this book great for anyone who

needs this kind of service. Another is that some of the solutions and proposed approaches,

strategies, are easy to practice, learn, and then convey in motion every time you start a project.

Many seem so obvious, and make a lot of sense, but you wouldn't have figured it out by yourself.

This is why you need this book. It sheds light on the important things when it comes to this topic.

And for a symbolic price of just a few dollars, its almost as getting yourself a fortune for free.

This book was a life saver. I can't tell you how hard for me it is to ask for money. That's where this

book came right into the picture with practical solutions to my fundraising problems. It is full of

wonderful ideas that work for nonprofit or for profit businesses. For me it is the nonprofit side that I

was most interested in. I know what it is like to need money and watch an organization die without

the proper funding. That's why the tips and tricks in this book worked perfectly for me!

Fundraising vs seeking profit through sales and marketing strategies is not as simple as it may look.

This book has helped me look at the process and rewrote my default beliefs about what successful

nonprofits do to remain successful. I agree with the many experts cited in the book. I keep this book

on my desk next to my computer as an indispensable reference and guide.

Donations can also be done in form of planned giving where the donor can transfer particular

property or funds to the organization following certain procedures. Old customers can perform

planned giving by demarcating a particular potion of the property they own as donated to your

organization and then upon their death, you will have the ownership of such property as these

planned giving are like charity giving and thus can still be used interchangeably.

All businesses need funds to survive and fundraising is a great way to get started. This book

provides so many great ideas on how to successfully raise funds for your business or non-profit.

With ways to set up auctions, direct marketing campaigns, planned and annual events, and even

information on using different websites to raise funds this book is packed full of very useful

information. I highly recommend this book to anyone starting out or looking for new ways to increase

funds in their business.



This a brief insight on how you can access grants from Donor Organisation and what it may take to

be considered for such funds. This will help me a lot because raising money for nonprofit can lead to

some confusion on how to actually make it successful and the managing the donated funds

appropriately in terms of accountability.

Most non-profit organizations turn to fundraising. These fundraising campaigns can vary from

soliciting donations, to holding major events such as galas and run-a-thons, to selling product such

as candy bars and gourmet snacks. Funds are what fuels these organizations, so when the group

experiences a reduction in funding due to government cuts or other reasons, effective fundraising

ideas become even more crucial.Being a member or a prominent non-profit organization myself is a

big deal and constant search for effective fundraising campaigns are atop of my concern. Hence I

got this book from author Arnold Taggert has been a great opportunity of mine for me to broaden up

my fields. I will surely keep this one as reference and I know this would eventually bring me to a

positive outcome. I highly recommend this book to other readers.

I got this new book by Arnold Taggert because I am always looking for new ways to raise money for

my pet projects (business and charities). I found the book to be very informative and really easy to

read - the content is imaginative and prompts the reader to think creatively. I can say that the book

has already proven to be worth the price! Jake
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